A Short Prayer to the Dharma Protectors for Offering and Auspiciousness

Offering Prayer

I offer to all the Dharma protectors who long ago promised, in the presence of the Great Uḍḍīyāna, to protect, like a mother protects her child, those who practice in accordance with the Dharma.
Prayer for Auspiciousness

ngön tsé orgyen chenpö chen nga ru
May there be the auspiciousness of all the Dharma protectors who long ago

chö zhin drupar jepé gangzak la
promised, in the presence of the Great Uḍḍiyāna,

ma yi bu zhin kyongwar zhel zhepé
to protect, like a mother protects her child,

chökyong sungma nam kyi trashi shok
those who practice in accordance with the Dharma.
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